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Details of Visit:

Author: LinusTesla
Location 2: Victoria
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 26 Sep 2020 15:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

This is the first floor in House Of Divine. The basement is certainly a better location, with more
space , and this feels a bit tight but the girls make all the difference eyy. 

The Lady:

Recommended? Hell yeah. Are you into slim girls? This is even better. 28 year old Romanian
brunnet, slim with a beautiful figure who keeps in shape, with a delicate skin, cute af bum, and top
of the range GF experience? For a 130 an hour? I honestly was impressed beyond believe with
HOD Girls. It should definitely be the introduction to anyone who wants to try escorts as a hobby so
you can establish the minimum service you should expect if you treats girls the right way.

Maya spoke perfect english, with mature but very playful personality, and very eager to please and
satisfy. She definitely enjoys her job, and so her services and overall attitude, can not be
overstated. The pictures on HOD dont do her justice, as she is even more beautiful in person.

The Story:

This is part 1 of 4 visits I made to House of divine in Victoria between the 26th of September and
the 29th of September in the following order [Maya, milli, apple and finally gentle Effy]
My first booking with HOD, as I noticed them from some reviews from a HOD regular I seen on this
site. What a gem is this HOD!

This is part 1 of 4 visits I made to House of divine in Victoria between the 26th of September and
the 29th of September in the following order [Maya, milli, apple and finally gentle Effy]
I arrived 15 minutes earlier than planned, but was still welcomed to wait inside. Silly of me, as they
only take Cash, so being early was a good blessing as I had time to visit an ATM without wasting
anyones time, as HOD are tightly scheduled.
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First class service from the door, kissing, asking if I need a shower, or anything to drink, but i was
ready to get into it.

Started off kissing while both standing, both in underwear for at least 10 minutes between kissing,
fk, then DFK, then I pinned her to the bed touching her panties, while caressing my body on her. I
have never had passionate kissing like I experienced with Maya, my go to girl for DFK mood. Gave
a remarkable OWO while staring at her back from a standing Mirror - A sight to behold. I fingered
her while she was doing that and I felt over the moon throughout the intro. Took her pants off, we
tried Cowgirl, a bit of Doggy, cuddling throughout and more DFK and sucking. Finally it was in
missionary that I came inside her (With a Condom Obviously). I felt so intimately connected to her
that I wanted to come while inside and I gasped as she scratched my back as I came, and loved
every bit of the counter. If you have not tried her cute bum yet, you most definitely missing out.

Pro:
-Tonned body, with a great ass
-Very friendly, and knows how to please
-Amazing GFE experience

would I come again? 100%
Its very rare anywhere to pay for less than hour and get this level of service. Simply exists nowhere
except at HOD. 
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